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This study discusses the possibilities of technological improvements to the current method of sampling for the
stratigraphic study of historical paintings. This improvement could be represented by a time-saving, manageable and
nimble tool with the aim of collecting samples at increasing precision and control while minimizing the sample’s size
and, consequently, the damage. It is aimed at the art market needs as low production costs are guaranteed by chosen
materials and easy operating mechanism.

One of the ways for diagnostic researchers to learn more about paintings is through cross-sections, which are very small samples
taken from the paintings and usually embedded in resin in order to be examined under numerous techniques. At the present, the
sampling of paintings is carried out manually with a scalpel, but this traditional manual method presents a set of disadvantages,
mostly due to the brittleness of dried paint and to the cohesion degree among the layers: depth and size cannot be controlled,
location cannot be selective and the stratigraphic succession cannot be guaranteed.

The hollow sampling component, realized with drill materials, is a precision stainless steel capillary tube with a tip that presents a
45° sharpening to the axis. On the tube end two simmetrical slots make the cut more efficient. These expedients, resulting from a
compromise between the resistance of the tool’s materials and brittleness of the material to sample, allow to avoid the crushing of
pictorial layers and limit the spread of the stressed area on the surface nearby the sampling spot.
The manual propulsion component is produced in PLA (polylactic acid) and will trigger a rotation movement. Rotation is obtained by
means of a sliding pin which is inside a 65° inclined track (with respect to the axis of the tool). Inside the tool there is a spring,
which modulates the pressure and rotation functions for a paint on panel sampling.
Main goal of the new method is to obtain paint samples which are small but complete, decreasing the ratio impact area/sample area,
that is diminishing the impact area while maintening constant the sample area (defined by the needle diameter), by means of a
series of technical, mechanical and materials solutions.
This method has a great potential in reducing the collateral damage in comparison to traditional method, mostly as a consequence
of very low axial force needed. Infact, the combination of pressure/rotation functions, the rim with two opposing slot and the 45°
sharpening of the tip allow to reduce axial force. The high aspect ratio (sample thickness vs. sample diameter) will allow sample safe
removal and handling.
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The manual propulsion component. A) Precision stainless steel
capillary tube with a tip that presents a 45° sharpening to the axis

A) Photography of the first prototype; B) Virtual reconstruction of the prototype; C) Virtual demonstration on the rotational way; D) Cross-setion of the painting within the section of the needle. All the images are taken from the video showing the functioning of the tool.

The check protocol must verify:


the efficiency and efficacy: control of the sample size; integrity of the whole sample (from the support to the last layer) including respect of layers thickness; selectivity of
the sampling; simplification and reducing of time of the sampling method;

damage minimization: invasiveness of the tool.
The tests are carried out on standard, aged and real samples on canvas and wood.
Documentation with stereo-microscope, optical microscope (OM) and scanning electron microscope (SEM) allows to observe both samples as they are and samples embedded in
resin in order to check size control, integrity and respect of thickness. The impact areas on the painting surface are also documented with these techniques (in this case, SEM is
not suitable for real samples), valuing the invasiveness.
The simplification and reducing of the time of the new sampling process are tested through interviews with operators during inter-laboratory tests and private restorers.
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Standard sample (egg tempera + sandarac varnish). Comparison between the new tool (top) and the traditional
method with a scalpel (down). A-B) Photography by stereo-microscope; C-D) Optical microscope image on crosssection obtained, 200x; E-F) SEM image, BSE, 100x, on the impact area on painting surface.
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Current methods of paint sampling have a number of disadvantages. The proposed methodology aims to overcome those problems by applying promising improvements to the
field of conservation science. Technical information arising from this study give a fundamental contribution both for authentication process and for conservation/restoration
treatment decisions.
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A) Taking sample from the painting by means of the tool; B) photography of the impact area on
the painting surface and C) its diameter; D) SEM image of a cross-section obtained, BSE, 400x.

